We show that under certain compatability assumptions, the semigroup algebra of an inverse semigroup is cellular if the group algebras of its maximal subgroups are cellular. Motivating examples include the symmetric inverse semigroup (also known as the rook monoid), and the dual symmetric inverse semigroup.
Introduction
The study of cellular algebras was initiated in [8] , the theory of which provides a unified framework for understanding the representation theory of several important algebras; examples include Hecke algebras of type A and B, q-Schur algebras, Brauer algebras, Temperly-Lieb algebras, and partition algebras (see for example [8, 11, 15] ). The purpose of this article is to provide another class of algebras which are naturally cellular. We show (Theorem 15) that the semigroup algebra of a finite inverse semigroup is cellular if (i) the group algebras of its maximal subgroups are cellular, and (ii) the cell data of these group algebras are suitably compatible. Motivating examples include the symmetric inverse semigroup [10] (also known as the rook monoid [14] ), the dual symmetric inverse semigroup [6] , and any finite aperiodic inverse semigroup. We also provide examples of finite inverse semigroups for which condition (i) holds while condition (ii) does not.
Inverse Semigroups
A semigroup S is said to be inverse if each element s ∈ S has a unique inverse s −1 ∈ S such that ss −1 s = s and s −1 ss −1 = s −1 . Equivalently, S is inverse if s ∈ sSs for each s ∈ S, and idempotents of S commute. A partial permutation on a set X is a bijection between two subsets of X. The symmetric inverse semigroup I X , on X, is the monoid of all partial permutations on X, and plays the same role in the class of inverse semigroups as the symmetric group plays in the class of groups; any inverse semigroup S embeds in I X for some X with |X| ≤ |S| (see for example [13] ).
For the remainder of this section we fix a finite inverse semigroup S, denoting by E(S) the semilattice of idempotents of S, and by S 1 the inverse monoid obtained by adjoining an identity 1 to S (if necessary). In this section we prove some elementary results concerning Green's relations L , R, J , H , and D which are defined, for x, y ∈ S, by
If K is one of Green's relations and if s ∈ S, then we denote by K s the K -class containing s. Since S is finite, we have D = J so that the set S/D of D-classes inherits the partial order defined, for s, t ∈ S, by
It is immediate that D xy ≤ D y for all x, y ∈ S. It is useful to picture the elements of a fixed D-class in a rectangular array called an egg-box. Elements in the same column (resp. row) are L -equivalent (resp. R-equivalent). Of crucial importance is the fact that each row, and column, in a D-class contains a unique idempotent, and that the maximal subgroups of S arise as the H -classes of idempotents, any two such maximal subgroups H e and H f (with e, f ∈ E(S)) being isomorphic if eDf . If s ∈ S then ss −1 , s −1 s ∈ E(S), and s ss
The reader is refered to [13] for further details regarding inverse semigroups and Green's relations. The results of this section are probably well-known, but we include proofs for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 1
Suppose that e, f ∈ E(S) and eDf Def . Then e = f .
Proof Let X be a finite set and φ : S → I X an embedding.
and so (ef )φ = (eφ)(f φ) = id A∩B . Now eDf Def implies that id A D id B D id A∩B , and so |A| = |B| = |A ∩ B|. But then A = B, so that eφ = f φ and e = f . 2
Lemma 2 Suppose that a, x ∈ S and axDx. Put t = axx −1 . Then tL x −1 , and ay = ty for all yRx.
Proof We clearly have tx = ax and tRaxDx, so that t
and so, by Lemma 1, we have t −1 t = xx −1 . It follows that tL t
To complete the proof, suppose that yRx. Then y = xb for some b ∈ S 1 so that ay = axb = txb = ty.
2
The next two lemmas follow immediately from elementary properties of Green's relations.
Lemma 3 Suppose that s ∈ S and x, y ∈ S 1 . Then
Proof Now (i) holds since szL s −1 sz for all z ∈ S 1 , and (ii) follows by duality. 2
Lemma 4 Suppose that a, x, y ∈ S with xH y. Then
Proof To prove (i), suppose that axDx. Then since yRx we have ayRaxDxRy, so that ayDy. Statement (ii) now follows by duality. 2
We will now describe the structure of a typical D-class D ∈ S/D which we fix for the remainder of this section. Suppose the idempotents of D are e 1 , . . . , e k . Choose a 2 , . . . , a k ∈ L e 1 such that a j Re j for each j. Then D = R e 1 ∪ R a 2 ∪ · · · ∪ R a k , and by Green's Lemma we have
We also have a −1 j a j = e 1 for each j. For convenience, we will also put a 1 = e 1 = a 
Since a
Since J = D we have e j e i D a
and so e j = e i by Lemma 1 and we are done. 2
We will extend the above notation so that if R is a ring, and
Cellular Algebras
We now review the definition of a cellular algebra from [8] . Let R be a commutative ring with 1.
Definition 6 An associative R-algebra A is cellular, with cell datum (Λ, M, C , * ), if (C1) Λ is a finite poset, and for each λ ∈ Λ there is a finite set M (λ) such that
where each r a (s , s) ∈ R is independent of t, and where A(< λ) is the R-submodule of A generated by
If T is any semigroup then we say that T is a cellular semigroup (over R) with cell datum (Λ, M, C , * ) if the semigroup algebra R[T ] is a cellular algebra with cell datum (Λ, M, C , * ).
Applying * to (C3) gives
which, together with (C3), shows that for each λ ∈ Λ,
for some φ a (t 1 , s 2 ) ∈ R which depends only on a, t 1 , s 2 .
For each λ ∈ Λ we define a left A-module W (λ) with R-basis {C s | s ∈ M (λ)} and A-action defined by
for each a ∈ A. This module is called the cell representation of A corresponding to λ. For the rest of this section we assume that R is a field. For λ ∈ Λ, we define
. An application of * shows that φ λ (x, y) = φ λ (y, x) for all λ ∈ Λ, x, y ∈ W (λ). The radical of λ ∈ Λ is defined to be the A-submodule
. It turns out that rad(λ) is the radical of W (λ) (i.e. the minimal submodule of W (λ) with semisimple quotient).
is a complete set of (representatives of equivalence classes of ) absolutely irreducible Amodules. (i) The algebra A is semisimple.
(ii) The non-zero cell representations W (λ) are irreducible and pairwise non-isomorphic.
(iii) The form φ λ is nondegenerate (ie. rad(λ) = 0) for each λ ∈ Λ. 2
Cellularity of Inverse Semigroups
Again we fix R, a commutative ring with 1, and a finite inverse semigroup S. We will make more assumptions about the structure of S, which we will formally record for future reference.
Assumption 9 We assume that each H D (as described in Section 1) is cellular, with cell datum
Since each maximal subgroup H e (e ∈ E(S)) is isomorphic to H De , Assumption 9 is equivalent to the assumption that all maximal subgroups of S are cellular.
Definition 10 Suppose that S satisfies Assumption 9.
• For (D, λ) ∈ Λ and (e, s),
• Define * :
Assumption 11
We assume that the map * : R[S] → R[S] defined in Definition 10 is an anti-homomorphism (and thus an anti-involution).
The goal of this section is to show that under Assumptions 9 and 11, S is itself a cellular semigroup. The role of Assumption 11 is to ensure that the respective cellular bases of each R[H D ] are suitably compatible.
Lemma 12 Suppose that S satisfies Assumption 9. Then C is an R-basis of R[S].
Proof Notice first that
so it suffices to show that the R-span of C is R[S]. To do this, suppose that s ∈ S. Then
for some b λ s,t ∈ R, and it follows that s),(f,t) , completing the proof. 2
Lemma 13 Suppose that S satisfies Assumptions 9 and 11. Then the map
is the map * from Definition 10 and, as such, defines an anti-involution of R[S].
Proof We have C
Lemma 14 Suppose that S satisfies Assumption 9, and that
for some r a (e , s ), (e, s) ∈ R, independent of (f, t).
. By linearity, we may suppose that a ∈ S. In the notation of Section 1, suppose that e = e i and f = e j where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. So
By Lemma 4, we have either and we are done with r a (e , s ), (e, s) = 0 
and we are done with
This completes the proof. 2
By Lemmas 12, 13, and 14 we have the following.
Theorem 15
Suppose that S satisfies Assumptions 9 and 11. Then S is a cellular semigroup with cell datum (Λ, M, C , * ) as described in Defenition 10. 2
In Section 5 we will provide examples of inverse semigroups, which satisfy Assumptions 9 and 11, and in Section 6, examples which satisfy Assumption 9, but not Assumption 11.
Linear Representations of Inverse Semigroups
For this section we assume that R is a field of arbitrary characteristic, and that S is an inverse semigroup satisfying Assumptions 9 and 11. Recall that the cell representation of r a (e , s ), (e, s) C (e ,s ) .
In order to parametrise the irreducible representations of R[S]
we must compute the bilinear form
Lemma 16 Let (D, λ) ∈ Λ, and (e, s),
Proof By Lemma 5 we have
(e,s),(e,t) , completing the proof.
As a consequence, we give a simple proof of a special case of Theorem 5.26 in [1] (see also [12] ) which states that the semigroup algebra of any finite inverse semigroup is semisimple if and only if the group algebra of each maximal subgroup is semisimple.
Theorem 17 The semigroup algebra R[S] is semisimple if and only if the group algebra
Proof By Theorem 8 and Lemma 16 we have
We may also describe the irreducible R[S]-modules.
Theorem 18 In the notation of Section 2, the set of irreducible R[S]-modules is
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 7 and Lemma 16. 2
Examples
In this section we give several examples of inverse semigroups, which satisfy Assumptions 9 and 11, and hence are cellular. As our first class of examples, we make use of the fact that for any inverse semigroup T , the inversion map inv T : T → T : t → t −1 is an anti-involution (see for example [13] ). We also denote the extension of inv T to R[T ] by inv T .
Theorem 19
Suppose that S is a finite inverse semigroup which satisfies Assumption 9. Suppose also that * D = inv H D for each D ∈ S/D. Then S is a cellular semigroup with cell datum (Λ, M, C , * ) as described in Definition 10 and, further, * = inv S .
D , so that * = inv S . It follows that S satisfies Assumption 11, and we are done. Theorem 20 Suppose that S is a finite aperiodic inverse semigroup. Then S is a cellular semigroup with cell datum (S/D, M, C , * ) where
In particular, S is a cellular basis of R[S]. We remark that Theorem 20 may easily be proved directly (i.e. without the use of Theorem 19).
Example 21 A nice example of a finite aperiodic inverse semigroup is POI n , the monoid of all order-preserving partial permutations on {1, . . . , n}, considered by Fernandes [3, 4] (see also [7] ). In this case, POI n /D is a chain D 0 < D 1 < · · · < D n where each D i consists of all elements of POI n of rank i. For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, we have
For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and A, B ⊆ {1, . . . , n} with |A| = |B| = i, C i A,B is defined to be the unique element of POI n with domain A and range B.
We now turn to another family of examples, namely finite inverse semigroups whose maximal subgroups are (direct products) of symmetric groups.
Theorem 22 Suppose that S is a finite inverse semigroup whose maximal subgroups are (direct products of ) symmetric groups. Then S is a cellular semigroup with cell datum (Λ, M, C , * ) as described in Definition 10.
Proof It is well-known that the symmetric group S k has cellular bases with respect to which the anti-involution is inversion. Indeed the Murphy basis, and the Khazdan-Luzstig bases both have this property (see for example [8] and [11] ). The result now follows by Theorem 19. 2
For k ∈ N, we fix cell datum (Λ k , M k , C k , inv S k ) for the symmetric group S k . We now mention several important finite inverse semigroups which satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 22.
Example 23 The symmetric inverse semigroup I n satisfies I n /D = {D 0 < D 1 < · · · < D n } where, again, each D i is the set of all elements of I n of rank i. The H -class of the idempotent id A (A ⊆ {1, . . . , n}) is the subgroup α ∈ I n dom(α) = im(α) = A ∼ = S |A| .
Example 24 The dual symmetric inverse semigroup I * n (studied in [6] ) consists of all block bijections α : A → B between quotients A, B of {1, . . . , n}. The rank of α is |A| = |B|, and the quotients A and B are the domain, dom(α), and image, im(α), of α respectively. We have I * n /D = {D 1 < · · · < D n } where each D i is the set of all elements of I * n of rank i. The H -class of the idempotent id A (for a quotient A of {1, . . . , n}) is the subgroup α ∈ I * n dom(α) = im(α) = A ∼ = S |A| .
Example 25 The largest factorizable submonoid, F n , of I * n consists of all uniform block bijections, i.e. block bijections α : A → B such that |Aα| = |A| for all A ∈ A. For details see [5, 6] . In this case F n /D is not a chain. The H -class of the idempotent id A (for a quotient A of {1, . . . , n}) is the subgroup α ∈ F n dom(α) = im(α) = A , which is isomorphic to S a 1 × · · · × S an where for 1 ≤ i ≤ n we define a i to be the number of blocks of A of cardinality i, and we interpret S 0 to be the trivial group.
Example 26 The monoid PODI n consists of all order-preserving and order-reversing partial permutations on {1, . . . , n} (see for example [2] ). Again the D-classes are linearly ordered, and the idempotents are id A (A ⊆ {1, . . . , n}). If |A| ≤ 1, then H id A = {id A }, while if |A| ≥ 2, then H id A is cyclic of order 2, generated by the partial map which reverses the order of A and, as such, is isomorphic to S 2 .
Example 27 To conclude this section, we will review the definition of a semilattice of groups described in [9] . Suppose that Y is a finite semilattice (a finte poset such that each pair of elements e, f ∈ Y has a greatest lower bound, denoted e ∧ f ∈ Y ). Suppose also that for each e ∈ Y we have a finite group G e , and for each e, f ∈ Y with e ≥ f , a homomorphism φ e,f : G e → G f satisfying
• φ e,e = id Ge for all e ∈ Y ; and
Let S = e∈Y G e . Then S becomes a finite inverse semigroup under the operation • defined, for e, f ∈ Y and g ∈ G e , h ∈ G f , by g • h = (gφ e,e∧f )(hφ f,e∧f ).
In S we have L = R = J = D = H = e∈Y (G e × G e ). So the H -classes of S are the subgroups G e ⊆ Y . Thus, if each G e is cellular, and are chosen in such a way that Assumption 11 is satisfied (for example if each G e is a direct product of symmetric groups), then the datum (Λ, M, C , * ) described in Definition 10 is a cell datum for S.
The Necessity of Assumption 11
In this final section, we provide some examples of finite inverse semigroups S which satisfy Assumption 9 but not Assumption 11. In this case, the datum (Λ, M, C , * ) described in Definition 10 is not a cell datum. Of crucial importance to the examples we consider is the well-known fact that when R = C, there exists a cell datum (Λ k , M k , C k , id C k ) for the cyclic group C k = {1, g, g 2 , . . . , g k−1 } of order k.
Example 28 As our first example we consider the complex semigroup algebra C[S] of the monoid S = POPI 3 , consisting of all orientation-preserving partial permutations on {1, 2, 3} (see [2] ). We have S/D = {D 0 < D 1 < D 2 < D 3 } where each D i is the set of all elements of S of rank i, and the H -class of an idempotent id A , for A = {i 1 , . . . , i k } ⊆ {1, 2, 3} with i 1 < · · · < i k , is the cyclic group of order k generated by the k-cycle (i 1 , . . . , i k ). So we have
where 1 denotes the identity element of S, and g denotes the 3-cycle (1, 2, 3) . We arrange the D-class D = D 2 as follows, where for example (3 − 2) denotes the partial permutation with domain {1, 3} and range {2, 3} under which 1 → 3, 3 → 2. 
